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Once May Be Enough
Richard D. Williams, MD

Methods to prevent postprostatectomy wound
infections in patients having open prostatectomy, and
bacteriuria in those having open or transurethral
prostatectomy, are legion and controversial. Virtually
every new antibiotic or topical antiseptic has been
subjected to a long- or short-course study attempting
to show prophylactic or treatment efficacy, all too
often in poorly controlled studies.

There are acceptable data in the literature to
support the concepts that prophylactic perioperative
systemic antibiotics, with spectra covering the com-
mon urinary pathogens, can significantly decrease
bacteriuria, bacteremia, pyrexia, wound infections,
and hospital stay in catheterized patients with sterile
urine.’ The choice of prophylactic antibiotic is not
absolutely critical, with many broad-spectrum agents
providing similar results. This approach is not unani-
mously endorsed for such patients, although much
more controversy exists regarding the need for any
prophylaxis in noncatheterized patients with sterile
urine.2 Patients with infected urine, however, require
treatment with organism-susceptible systemic agents
prior to surgical therapy to sterilize the urine and
reduce the high rate of infectious complications.2*3

The concept of preoperative bladder irrigation with
one of various antibacterial solutions is not new, and, in
fact, the use of povidone-iodine has been reported
previously to be useful if the concentration is 2% or
greater and irrigations are done the night before and
morning of surgery.4.5  The addition that the article by
Richter et al in this issue makes is that one irrigation of
povidone-iodine immediately prior to open prostatec-

tomy produces similar results in terms of reducing
bacteriuria and wound infections. The study is not
randomized, and all patients were treated with organism-
sensitive but differing systemic antibiotics. However,
assuming, as best as can be determined from the data
presented, that the patient populations are comparable,
the data in this study are compelling. Indeed, the
addition of a povidone-iodine irrigation once preopera-
tively seems simple and effective.

Relatively unnoticed, but perhaps the more impor-
tant concept in this and other similar studies is the
queue these patients must endure prior to definitive
surgery. The patients themselves and/or the system
delays care until they are in urinary retention. An
indwelling catheter is required, and then the patients
wait an average of 50 days to have surgery. Whereas
in some healthcare systems, prostatectomy may be
initiated too early-before a progressive natural his-
tory in the particular patient is established-in others
it appears to be late-after the patient requires persis-
tent bladder drainage. The data available clearly show
that uninfected patients have fewer complications:
thus it seems intuitive that it would be in the patients’
best interests to treat them surgically before they
require constant drainage and thus become colonized,
shortly after the necessity of catheter drainage
becomes evident, or as part of a program of clean
intermittent catheterization in an attempt to prevent
colonization in patients who do require long-term
catheterization prior to surgery. Perhaps the one-time
povidone-iodine instillation advocated would be best
used in these patients.
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